Aurora, world leader in model motoring since 1960, continues to set new standards of excellence with AFX—Aurora Factory Experimentals.

AFX is unmatched for speed, control and performance—right out of the package!

AFX precision-engineered cars run so fast they leave the others on the line.

AFX Electric HO Racing Sets provide unequalled control, performance and value. Plus a host of exclusive, major features: AFX Speed-Lok High Performance Track, AFX Russkit pro-style Speed Controls, AFX Safety Wall-Pak. And, the world’s largest selection of track and accessories. All backed with Aurora’s guarantee of quality and performance.

With over 65,000,000 Aurora HO electric cars manufactured since 1960—it’s easy to understand why AFX Model Motoring outsells all others combined. By more than two to one!
**AFX QUIKEE-LOK™**

Another AFX exclusive, the new Quikee-Lok makes assembling—and taking apart—AFX Speed-Lok™ track easier than ever! Handy screwdriver and wrench makes the Quikee-Lok an indispensable HO track and car tool. Perfect for adjusting and servicing AFX cars, tracks, connections—and dozens of other uses!

**AFX SPEED-LOK™ TRACK**

So easy-to-assemble! Simply position two track sections as shown, with end tabs partially hooked. Track is now ready to snap together.

**TO ASSEMBLE**

Holding the Quikee-Lok firmly, insert it straight into the track slots. Twist firmly in the direction indicated (counterclockwise) until the track snaps into place.

**TO OPEN TRACK**

Holding track with one hand, insert the Quikee-Lok into the track slots. Twist firmly in the direction shown (clockwise) and the track will snap right open.
AFX REVERSIBLE GUIDE PINS
Exclusive! Reversible—for every racing condition. Blade side provides an extra handling edge on AFX High Performance extra-deep-slot track. (For old style Aurora HO track, simply reverse and use the pin side).

SUPER-FAST AFX CARS
High-speed, easy-to-control AFX cars race like the real ones. So fast—there's nothing else in sight. Precision-engineered for unequalled high performance.

AFX HIGH PERFORMANCE TRACK
Rugged. Easy-to-assemble. With the deepest slots in HO racing. Special "slot wedge" design at track ends eliminates guide pin snag where tracks join. Provides extra smooth and quiet high-speed racing action.

DEEP-SLOT BLADE FOR AFX TRACK

PIN FOR CONVENTIONAL HO TRACK

AFX HIGH PERFORMANCE TRACK WITH EXTRA-DEEP SLOTS

AFX WALL-PAK™
Keeps the power in the wall—not on the floor. Safe, low voltage. UL listed. Comes with pre-wired clip-on terminal attached in AFX sets.

AFX RUSSKITE SPEED CONTROLS
The full-range pro-style controller. Trigger action gives lightning fast response and positive control at all times.
Multi-level racing with 2 super-fast AFX cars and over 13½ feet of AFX High Performance Track. Comes with 2 pro-style AFX Russkit Speed Controls, AFX Safety Wall-Pak, guard rails, modular bridge posts and supports, racing flags, AFX racing oil and the new Quikee-Lok.

Makes at least 3 different track layouts—the perfect "starter" set!
AFX MONTE CARLO

18' OF 3-LEVEL RACING IN 3' x 4'

A rugged race course with high level action—18' of curves, hills and high speed straightaways! Two super-fast AFX cars, AFX High Performance Track, 2 pro-style Russkit Speed Controls, the AFX Safety Wall-Pak, guard rails, modular bridge posts, racing flags, AFX racing oil and Quickee-Lok.

Makes 3 challenging layouts—and more!

Retail value: $40.79
Track footage: 18'
Layout size: 2'10" x 4'
Carton pack: 3
Weight: 13 lbs.
A racing buff's delight! Challenging 3-level over-and-under racing plus the new AFX Pit Kit with high-performance parts. 19' of AFX High Performance Track with a special tight squeeze, twisting curves, grueling hills and blazing straightaways. Complete with 2 AFX racers, 2 matched Russkit Speed Controls, an AFX Safety Wall-Pak, guard rails, bridge posts, flags and Quikee-Lok.

NEW AFX PIT KIT
Slim, trim, portable. With extra AFX sponge tires, king-sized hubs, pickup shoes, brushes, racing decals and more—to really hop up AFX racers! Holds up to 7 cars, tune-up parts and a controller.

Retail value: $44.07
Track footage: 19’ x 1”
Layout size: 2'3” x 5'4”
Carton pack: 3
Weight: 13 lbs.
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**AFX DAYTONA 880**

24' OF 4-LEVEL RACING IN 3½' x 5½'

This high-speed, multi-level set features Aurora's exclusive 3' 4" twisting Banked "S" Curve with built-in speed walls. Passing here or anywhere on this 24' wild and winding course takes nerves of steel! Comes with 2 high performance AFX cars, 2 AFX Russkit trigger action speed controllers, the AFX Safety Wall-Pak and AFX High Performance Track. Plus track accessories, AFX racing oil and Quikee-Lok.

Retail value: $51.85
Track footage: 24'
Layout side: 3'4" x 5'3"
Carton pack: 3
Weight: 15 lbs.
AFX NATIONAL SPEEDSTERS
DOUBLE THE ACTION—SPEEDWAY AND DRAGSTRIP RACING!

There’s more here than meets the eye. Looks like a great 25” racing set. But look again. The 2 AFX cars convert into demon dragsters and the straight track sets up into a 10½” dragstrip!

Comes with 2 AFX speedsters, 2 AFX Dragster body shells, front extensions and wheels. Plus 2 AFX Russkit Speed Controls. AFX High Performance Track, track and dragster accessories—including decals.

A mild-mannered Model ‘A’ and an elegant old Rolls turn into track-eating demon dragsters! Just remove the bodies and attach the AFX Dragster shells, front end extensions and wheels. And, with 10½’ of straight track, Xmas Tree and Automatic Finish Marker and 2 AFX Russkit Speed Controls—get set for some real dragstrip racing!

Retail value: $52.85
Track footage: 25’ 2”
Layout size: 3’6” x 7’
Carton pack: 3
Weight: 15 lbs.
AFX MONZA MARATHON™

32' OF ALL-OUT RACING ACTION IN 4' x 7½'

The action never stops on this spine-tingling 32' marathon endurance course. A thrilling challenge—with exclusive AFX 2' 4" high-banked Hairpin Curve and 5' of twisting Banked "S" Curves. Plus the classic 2½' Monza Curve! And—2 high speed AFX cars, 2 AFX Russkit Speed Controls, AFX High Performance Track, AFX Safety Wall-Pak, modular bridge posts, guard rails, racing flags, AFX racing oil and Quikkee-Lok.

Retail value: $68.29
Track footage: 32'2"
Layout size: 4' x 7'4"
Carton pack: 3
Weight: 16 lbs.
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**AFX™ FIRECRACKER 4+4**

*4 LANE SPLIT-TRACK SPEEDWAY RACING*

Four on the floor competition. Four super-swift AFX speedsters plus a four lane speedway multiplies the action and excitement! Side by side racing suddenly splits off into two directions. Special AFX UL listed High Performance Power Pack—with on-off switch—is engineered for peak performance with 4 AFX racers and 4 AFX Russkit Speed Controls. Set includes 2 AFX Clip-On Terminals, 27' of AFX High Performance Track which can also be used as a 2 lane course. Plus 6" wide modular bridge supports, posts, flags, racing oil and Quikee-Lok.

*Retail value: $63.82*
*Track footage: 27'*
*Layout size: 4' x 4'8''*
*Carton pack: 3*
*Weight: 17 lbs.*
1787:400
AFX MATADOR STOCK CAR

1786:400
AFX PORSCHE 510K "CAN-AM"

1778:400
AFX "BAJA BUG" VW

1777:400
AFX '55 CHEVY BEL AIR

1776:400
AFX BRE-DATSUN 510 "TRANS-AM"

1775:400
AFX BRE-DATSUN 240Z
3 FOR '73
This exciting new trio—'31 Model 'A', Roarin' Rolls and the Peace Tank—comes with a specially modified AFX chassis, AFX super-size sponge rear tires plus a host of AFX high performance features.

4 NEW AFX DRAGSTERS
Introducing the first AFX HO Dragsters—designed to drag race on straight AFX High Performance Track. Features the specially modified AFX chassis with dragster front end extension, AFX super-wide, super-size sponge rear tires plus AFX speed, performance and quality.

EXTRA BONUS! Every AFX Dragster comes with its own racing decals—and can be decorated as pictured.

1791:400
'31 MODEL 'A' FORD PANEL

1781:400
ROARIN' ROLLS "GOLDEN GHOST"

1782:400
PEACE TANK

1774
"FURIOUS FUELER"

1794
"DYNO-MITE"

1772
"DODGE FEVER"

1792
"AZTEC"

All AFX cars—including AFX Dragsters—packed 24 per carton. Weight: 9 lbs.